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By giving communities more opportunities to make  
a living, the vulnerability of both coastal families and 
PSEPA’s unique ecosystems are being reduced and the 
project is creating a multiplier effect that extends the 
benefits to people and nature across the region.
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SAFEGUARDING PRIMEIRAS AND SEGUNDAS, MOZAMBIQUE

The Primeiras and Segundas Environmental Protected Area (PSEPA) stretches along 200 km 
of Mozambique’s spectacular coastline and is one of Africa’s largest and most biodiverse 
MPAs. This beautiful ocean area is host to coralline islands with uniquely rich marine fauna, 
widespread seagrass beds, and extensive mangroves that form important nursery grounds. 
With the help of a Blue Action grant, WWF is working to give new meaning to “PSEPA” by 
encouraging the area to become “Precious Seas Effectively Protected and Administered” and 
creating new livelihood opportunities for coastal fishing communities. The project is engaging 
with government authorities and local stakeholders to set up a functioning marine management 
structure, including a coordinated enforcement system led by the government and supported 
by community rangers, and ensure strict protection in no-take zones to safeguard biodiversity 
hotspots like the coralline islands areas. 

What unique issue is this project addressing?
The main challenges in PSEPA stem from human activities like illegal fishing, poaching, and 
mangrove cutting, which all put immense pressure on marine resources and ecosystems. These 
threats are driven by poverty in the coastal communities and further aggravated by the lack of an 
established MPA administration. This project promotes the sustainable use of natural resources 
and a reduction of fishing pressure by advancing sustainable fisheries management practices, 
awarness raising and co-management of resources through local communities, as well as 
providing alternative sustainable livelihoods, including through the new Farmer Field Schools and 
Village Savings and Loans groups. By giving communities more opportunities to make a living, the 
vulnerability of both coastal families and PSEPA’s unique ecosystems are being reduced.

How is the Blue Action grant helping to deliver project goals?
For this project, the ultimate sign of success is when communities are inspired to replicate its 
activities and take the initative to conserve their precious natural resources. The Blue Action 
grant helps make this possible. For example, the Muniga community sanctuary was established 
to increase the protection of fish nursery areas and mangroves in order to enhance catches 
and income for local communities. Cases like this have encouraged beneficiaries to share their 
knowledge and motivate neighbouring areas to also participate in mangrove management, 
while Farmer Field Schools have been replicated in communities not covered by the project. It is 
wonderful to see the project creating this multiplier effect that extends the benefits to people  
and nature across the region.

PROJECT DURATION: AUGUST 2018 TO AUGUST 2022

BUDGET KEY TARGETS

Blue Action Fund grant  € 2,250,000 (75%) Newly created MPAs 4 km2

Match funding € 753,692 (25%) Effectively managed MPAs 10,500 km2

Total project costs € 3,003,692 Number of beneficiaries 9,455
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What has been achieved so far? 
The Blue Action funding has allowed this project to make a positive impact in PSEPA and the 
nearby coastal communities by supporting a wide diversity of actions, including:
• Supporting the establishment of the PSEPA Management Council, to ensure government 

commitment to the conservation area.
• Expanding the community Monitoring Oriented Management System (MOMS), including by 

increasing the number of MOMS agents – or “community rangers” – from 9 to 24.
• Selecting, training and equiping 25 community sanctuary monitors to participate in the 

monitoring and surveillance of the 4 Community Conservation Areas within PSEPA. 
• Signing Memorandums of Understanding with community radio stations to spread the message 

about the conservation of coastal and marine resources and conducting awareness raising 
activities with PSEPA communities.

• Establishing the Muniga community sanctuary.
• Conducting a range of baseline assessments and monitoring programmes, including on 

coral reefs and seagrass, invertebrates and fish catches, mangrove health indicators, and 
socioeconomic and safeguarding indicators in local communities.

• Conducting an Assessment of Management Effectiveness Tracking Tool (METT) for PSEPA in 2020 
and 2021.

• Establishing 77 Farmer Field School groups in 19 communities.
• Creating 217 Village Savings and Loans groups, including 2,941 women (61.9%) and saving a total 

of USD 114,452.

What’s the impact on local communities and how are they engaged in the project? 
Local stakeholders are at the heart of this project, both as active participants and beneficiaries. 
The Village Savings and Loans groups promoted by local implementation partners have enabled 

By establishing 
77 Farmer Field 
School groups in 19 
communities, local 
farming and food 
security is also 
being strengthened 
by the project’s 
Conservation 
Agriculture 
initiatives, which 
share knowledge 
and techniques 
to sustainably 
increase harvests. 
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people to buy productive assets for their households and to start small businesses. For example, 
women-headed households have improved their housing, purchased assets like solar panels and 
motorbikes, paid for children’s education, or invested in new agriculture plots, seeds, livestock 
and equipment. Local farming and food security is also being strengthened by the project’s 
Conservation Agriculture initiatives, which share knowledge and techniques to sustainably 
increase harvests. Many members of the Farmer Field Schools have already seen good results 
since adopting the new methods and are now expanding their plots. Beneficiaries are reporting 
increases in cassava production and the greater crop diversification means that they have 
vegetables, beans and cassava throughout the year. Overall, the active engagement of women 
is one of the most significant impacts of the project, and it is inspiring to see many women in 
leadership positions in savings groups, farm schools, and the natural resources management 
committees in all four districts of PSEPA.

What are the main challenges faced and how is the project overcoming them?
One of the biggest obstacles confronting the project is the deep poverty and low levels of literacy 
in the beneficiary communities. To combat this, WWF and local partners are implementing 
livelihood activities to help improve people’s living conditions and encourage them to engage with 
the project, and disseminating messages in local languages on community radio stations. Special 
steps are also being taken to adapt project activities like the farm schools, savings clubs, and 
community surveys to make sure illiterate people can fully participate. 

What are the top project priorities for the year ahead?
In the final phase of the Blue Action grant, WWF and partners will be focusing on consolidating 
the establishment of the PSEPA surveillance programme by community agents in Integral Natural 
Reserves and building on successful community livelihood activities, for example by piloting a new 
Farmer Field Business Schools approach. Other priorities include designing sustainable livelihood 
interventions in six coastal fishing communities, and improving mangrove management by 
mapping new degraded areas, more planting, and better monitoring.
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